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however, while training to awaken his new powers, gohan learned what he needed to do to increase
his strength. one of the techniques he learned was kiai ( japanese for " shout " ), a martial art that

gohan had rarely used due to his mischievous side. while with piccolo he inadvertently gained
proficiency through his new " father " bond. in the anime, he uses it to return to his base form and

boost his power. with kiai, gohan can launch himself at the opponent and send them flying with
enough power to kick them out of orbit, which he ultimately learns from vegeta. piccolo is pleased

with gohan's newfound ability and calls him a " warrior. " gohan says that using his new found
strength this way gives him headaches. piccolo says the weak will find difficulty in even seeing him,
at which point he finds out about its effects and begins to worry. he uses his new technique when he
faced a cell, but is only able to defeat it after a full-scale confrontation. as gohan and goku faced the
universe 7 th level 8 super saiyan great ape, gohan realizes he can use his technique at will now, so
he begins unleashing his full power. vegeta watches in amazement and is surprised to see that the

pure-fusion is coming out, but unable to stop him with his own kaio-ken. however, gohan's increased
power allows him to launch a direct punch into his father's chest, knocking him into the air. realizing
his weakened condition, vegeta launches a makeshift punch to save himself. vegeta flies through the
air with a loud thud, with the last of his strength. gohan and vegeta then exchange blows with each
other, with both goku and piccolo watching in amazement. gohan transforms into super saiyan blue,

and knocks vegeta from the sky.
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once gohan finally has control over his power, he is able to reduce the fusion z fighters of universe 9,
absorbing their energy and energy explosions into himself in the form of ki blasts. after this outburst,

universe 9 is ready to get ready for the fusion tournament. shortly before the fusion tournament,
gohan receives information about the potential fusion fighters of universe 10. although gohan is

skeptical, saying that the fusion fighters would never be this strong, vegeta insists on it, saying that
it would be well worth going for. gohan is finally convinced. in the manga, right after the fight and

utterly exhausted, goku sends out goku and in order to help goku get back to the palace on his own
vegeta tells his students that although before it was goku who was the pride of the saiyan race

vegeta is no longer that person. hiding beneath his mask, vegeta is shocked at his outburst. neither
of them had much to eat and vegeta himself was exhausted. vegeta says he did not mean it and

they start to talk to each other as they are drawn in a side room during goku's hypnosis and it takes
many words to convince him. when he is finally convinced he is like a parent to him despite vegeta's
incapability to be a father. however, goku is still unsure whether or not to believe vegeta and until
the tournament, he keeps up the act, telling vegeta it is his duty to take care of him. in the anime,
after goku and vegeta go their separate ways and have their own very different days, gohan visits

vegeta. he tells him of his wish to go to the tournament, and vegeta tells him of goku's wish for him
to stay behind with him. goku reminds him that he still needs to fulfill his own desires and leave with
gohan. gohan tells him that they can't use his future powers, but he feels he must leave with vegeta.
goku had told him that he must defeat his older self in order to test his potential unleashed form. he
says that they will be back with goku.[url= teng-a-very-long-distance-form-attracting.pdf (55,83 mb)
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